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ABSTRACT
PURPOSEThe objective of this research is to investigate the challenges that are acting as barriersto the adoption of a SaaS based ECM solution, mainly from an Information Technologyviewpoint, in the wake of ‘cloud first’ policy that had been launched by the New Zealandgovernment with the intent to maximize efficiencies across the public sector.
METHODOLOGYQualitative research was chosen for this research and outputs from the semi-structuredinterviews are compared with literature in order to highlight the commonalities andpotentially highlighting any additional ones that exist with regards to the challengesthat are associated with the adoption of a cloud based ECM service.
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONSThis research will help organizations that have on-premises ECM solutions in makinginformed decisions through being aware of the challenges that act as barriers toadopting a SaaS based ECM solution through migrating from an on-premises ECMapplication.
ORIGINALITY/VALUEECM in the context of a service based offering has been relatively little discussed in theliterature. This research adds to the literature by examining ECM through the lens ofcloud computing and investigates the challenges that are influencing its adoption.
KEYWORDSenterprise content management, software as a service, challenges
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the early days of computing, there were “dumb terminals”, which relied on a centralcomputer for any processing needs (Herr, 1974). By the virtue of more affordable andpowerful processors and ubiquitous connectivity, technology has spawned thedevelopment of cloud-based computing opportunities (Jenkins, 2010). Cloud basedcomputing comprises a new way of utilizing and consuming IT services whereby thesoftware-vendor runs and maintains all necessary hardware and software, while buyersaccess the software through the use of the Internet (Choudhary, 2007).Cloud computing services generally provides services at three different levels. Theselevels are referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),and Software as a Service (SaaS) (Foster, Zhao, Raicu, & Lu, 2008). SaaS is defined as acloud based service where “a software vendor creates application software which runson the infrastructure installed by an IaaS provider or on servers maintained by theapplication vendor which are connected to the Internet” (Rajaraman, 2014 p. 248). Inthe Global 100 Software Leaders report (Francis, 2014) conducted byPriceWaterhouseCoopers, it has been highlighted that revenues from the SaaS deliverymodel in the top 100 software leaders increased by 60%. The expected revenue fromthis model is expected to reach $22.1 billion in 2015 ("Gartner Says WorldwideSoftware-as-a-Service Revenue to Reach $14.5 Billion in 2012," 2012). Both thesereports highlight that SaaS adoption is continuing to reflect a healthy growth.In the wake of popularity cloud based offerings have attained, New Zealandgovernment, as part of its Government ICT (Information and communicationstechnology) Strategy and Action Plan to 2017 ("Cloud Programme | ICT.govt.nz,"), hasendorsed the use of a series of cloud services mainly to improve service delivery andeventuate substantial savings. Under the new plan, information is to be managed as anasset, which will be managed by its enabling technologies such as Enterprise ContentManagement as a Service (ECMSaaS).While the benefits of cloud computing are widely discussed (Fonseca, 2008; Talukder &Zimmerman, 2010; Waters, 2005), the issues that are associated with its adoption havegained relatively little attention (Morgan & Conboy, 2013). In the wake of New Zealandgovernment’s ECMSaaS initiative ("Cloud Programme | ICT.govt.nz,") this case study
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takes a lead from the research dimensions identified by Alalwan and Weistroffer (2012)who identified a need for research on cloud computing in the context of ECM. Theobjective of this research is to investigate the challenges that are associated with theadoption of a SaaS based ECM solution through migrating from an on-premises ECMapplication. The word “on-premises” is being used in this research based on thedefinition “a type of software delivery model that is installed and operated from acustomer's in-house server and computing infrastructure” by C. Janssen (2014).A government sector organization that had made capital investment in setting up an on-premises ECM application was investigated. The organization had bought serverhardware and acquired necessary software licences for the deployment of its on-premises ECM solution. The organization is currently evaluating their options formigrating from their existing on-premises ECM solution to a cloud based ECM solution,which has been referred to as ECMSaaS in this case study.The key investigation explores the most relevant challenges, from an InformationTechnology (IT) standpoint, that effect an organization in migration of their on-premises ECM solution to a cloud based EDM solution. Qualitative research was chosenfor this research and outputs from the semi-structured interviews are compared withliterature in order to highlight the commonalities that exist with regards to the issuesthat are associated with the adoption of ECMSaaS.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEWTHE BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
Historically, the idea behind cloud computing dates back to the 1960s when JohnMcCarthy conceived an innovative idea that allowed users to share each other’s data bylinking to a central computer (McCarthy, 1962). This was considered as a significantcontribution to the development of the Internet. He further predicted that computingfacilities will be provided to the general public like a utility, which was the concept thatlater became a precursor of Cloud Computing (Zhang, Cheng, & Boutaba, 2010).Information Technology kept evolving since and we have reached a point where theconcept of sharing data, memory, and other resources has been realized in the form ofCloud Computing. Cloud computing is an umbrella service of which Software as aService (SaaS) is a type (Desisto, Plummer, & Smith, 2008; White, Brown, Deale, &Hardin, 2009). Cloud computing is often equated to SaaS (White et al., 2009), thereforeit will be referred to as SaaS hereafter in this case study.Let us examine the history of Enterprise computing (Figure 1), which appears to haveevolved through a series of incremental and gradual changes that can be aggregated tobe termed as evolutionary waves. In the first wave, there were central mainframes, towhich the data had to be carried manually in the form of a stack of punched cards – atechnology that later became obsolete. The mainframes would then take these cards andprocess the data on them (Van den Ende & Dolfsma, 2005). The customer had to spendmillions in capital investment for those mainframes were in millions. Followed by thatwas the wave of client-server software architecture that introduced a layer ofseparation whereby one component (client) initiated the request, and the othercomponent (server) responded with the requested information (Hashida & Sakata,2007). Despite the separation, both the components still needed to be directlyconnected for being able to communicate with each other. The next wave of enterprisecomputing was further enhanced the layer of (client-server) separation to an extentwhere client and server could remotely communicate with each other using the InternetProtocol (IP). Capital expenditure (CapEx) was still necessary for setting up the serverside infrastructure, buying and implementing the software.
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Through all these waves of evolution, customers kept experiencing issues such as costoverruns, implementation delays, unforeseen maintenance and update costs, andmisalignment with real-world business needs. In spite of all these issues, managersmanaged to justify the costs with the wider interest of providing competitive advantageto the organization. However, after the economic recession, there was a need to comeup with a technology and business model that helped customers avoid these issues as ithad increasingly become difficult justify such investments for reaping businessadvantages (Azarnik, Shayan, Alizadeh, & Karamizadeh, 2013; Jensen, Schwenk,Gruschka, & Iacono, 2009; Waters, 2005).
Figure 1: Evolution of enterprise computing, adapted from waters 2005.With the advent of the fourth wave, service based model has been introduced usingwhich the software could be brought as an on-demand utility. This model changed theway Information Technology systems were deployed as the ordinary as well asadministrative users can consume the software from a simple web browser, which
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brings the initial CapEx to zero. Having a retrospective look at the last wave ofenterprise computing will reveal that the computing power, which used to be centrallylocated in the case of mainframes as they handled data processing needs (Harrigan,1988), has now been brought back to a central location on the network otherwiseknown as ‘cloud’ or the Internet. The idea that the infrastructure will be used twenty-four hours to justify high capital costs has been revisited. In addition to that, CloudComputing enhanced that concept by servicing multiple customers individually at thesame time. Vaquero, Rodero-Merino, Caceres, and Lindner (2008) observed the same bysuggesting that cloud computing is considered as a shift in the geography ofcomputation in a way that it has moved the computing infrastructure to the network inorder to help reduce the costs with the management of hardware and softwareresources (Vaquero et al., 2008).Another thing that kept happening through the evolutionary changes mentioned byWaters (2005) was that the enterprise software industry kept improving and maturingin ways that acted as enablers for realizing the Software as a Service utility model.These enablers have been discussed as follows:THE INTERNETThe Internet was standardized to the point where each computer, regardless of theoperating system it was running on, had to use the same communication protocol on theInternet. The user base kept expanding as well (Bailey & Burd, 2006; Maher, 1998).According to a study conducted by Ottens (2006), Internet penetration had reachedsaturation point among large enterprises as well as small and medium enterprises inmost countries around the world.MATURITY IN SOFTWAREThe software industry had progressed as technologies such as client-server-basedarchitecture (Berson, 1992), and web services (Levitt, 2001) were developed, whichhelped enabling the computers to communicate with each other regardless of theirphysical boundaries.
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MATURITY IN COMMUNICATIONWith advancements in telecommunications such as Asymmetric digital subscriber line(ADSL), e.g., the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) were able to provide high speedInternet connections. Due to this, transfer of data between the two remotely connectedcomputers was possible with such high speeds. Moreover, advancements in the ITindustry such as rapid increases in communication bandwidth at competitive cost,means of communication have matured and acted as an enabler of cloud computing(Rajaraman, 2014). DEFINING CLOUD COMPUTINGA commonly accepted definition was provided by National Institute of Standards andTechnology (NIST) that defined cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction”(Mell & Grance, 2011, p. 2).There are four deployment models that associated with a cloud based service: public,private, community and hybrid clouds. The public cloud is based on the concept ofsharing the services and infrastructure across multiple vendors and is provided by anoff-site, third-party provider (Xu, 2012). Private cloud, on the other hand, is leased to asingle tenant to whom infrastructure and computational resources are provided. In caseof a community cloud, infrastructure and computational resources are shared betweena group of cloud consumers that have shared concerns. A hybrid cloud, as the namesuggests, is a combination of two or more clouds that “remain as distinct entities but arebound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data andapplication portability” (Liu et al., 2011, p. 12).In regards to the types of capabilities provided by the Cloud Computing, the services ofcloud computing services can broadly be divided into three models: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) (also known as Hardware-as-a-Service (HaaS) as suggested by Gong, Liu,Zhang, Chen, and Gong (2010)), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service(SaaS) (Gong et al., 2010; Vaquero et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010). This research will be
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focused on SaaS based cloud computing model which has been discussed in detail in thecoming sections of this chapter.DEFINING SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS)Although there have been many definitions for SaaS, none of them is considered to havebeen accepted as a standard one (Mäkilä, Järvi, Rönkkö, & Nissilä, 2010). The definitionby Rajaraman (2014) was chosen as relevant to this research. Rajaraman (2014, p. 248)defined SaaS as a type of a cloud based service where “a software vendor createsapplication software which runs on the infrastructure installed by an IaaS provider oron servers maintained by the application vendor which are connected to the Internet”.SAAS BENEFITSBefore SaaS, organizations had to bear the initial CapEx in setting up the infrastructurerequired for developing an application. In addition to that, the organizations had to thenput up, later in the lifecycle of the application, with the expense involved in maintainingand upgrading the on-premises infrastructure as well as the application. Contrary tothat, in case of SaaS, CapEx is converted into an incremental Operating Expense (OpEx)whereby the users are able to consume the application on “pay as you go” basis (Fox etal., 2009). It was further argued by Fox et al. (2009) that even with a scenario where‘pay as you go’ model turn out to be more expensive, SaaS would still be worth adoptingas it keep the investment protected from being over- or under-utilized. The solution isnot only scalable, but can also be subjected to a reduced cost if the customer plans toborrow only a fraction of resources.In case of SaaS based implementation, tasks such as installation, configuration, anddeployment can be performed by the professionals from within their own data centreswithout having to bear the expenses that may be involved in bringing professionals towork on the client side. This helps increase the speed of deployment (Waters, 2005).The nature of SaaS based software promotes scalability by allowing its customers topurchase additional capacities for resources such as data storage, bandwidth, andfeatures, et cetera on an on-demand basis (Tsai, Huang, Bai, & Gao, 2012).One of the reasons behind low success rate of a traditional (non-SaaS) software projectsis that they struggle to meet the delivery deadlines. They often end up consuming morebudget than what is initially estimated. Moreover, the business requirements start
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getting misaligned by the time they are rolled out into production. By virtue of fasterdeployment SaaS helps address some of the underlying challenges.With SaaS, the management of infrastructure as well as the application, which used tobe a responsibility of the business, now rests with the cloud provider. This relocation ofresponsibility helps the business in getting indemnified against risks that are involvedin the management of infrastructure and application (Waters, 2005).SAAS LIMITATIONSIt has been highlighted in the recent reports (Francis, 2014; Hamerman, 2014) that thesoftware industry continues to reflect a consistent and growing shift towards SaaS.However, SaaS, being a recently emerged technology, has not been without exceptionsto the challenges that could prevent its adoption (Dillon, Wu, & Chang, 2010).International Data Corporation (IDC), an American market research company,conducted a survey in 2009 highlighted challenges that prevent organizations fromadopting Cloud Computing According to the survey, security, availability, andperformance were the top three challenges that companies faced back then (Gens,2009). Some of the key concerns that have been maintained in the literature are beingdiscussed in the coming sections of this chapter.SECURITYOn-premises applications are kept and managed on the servers that are residing withinthe enterprise boundary of an organization. This arrangement offers organizations to beflexible in tailoring their access control policies according to their needs (Popovic &Hocenski, 2010).On the other hand, in case of a SaaS, data as well as application is hosted outside theboundary of an organization at SaaS service provider’s end. The data between theorganization and the service provider flows over the network. This demandsemployment of strong network encryption techniques so that unauthorized access andleakage of sensitive information can be prevented (Popovic & Hocenski, 2010).Another sensitive issue regarding the data is related to its locality. According to theInformation Security and Privacy guidelines set by the Information & CommunicationsTechnology (ICT), no data above what has been classified as RESTRICTED should be
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held in a public cloud. Therefore organizations should pay carefully consider as to whatkind of data goes into the cloud.One of the benefits of New Zealand government’s cloud initiative is that it “providesgovernment agencies the confidence that their ICT infrastructure, including hosting,storage and backup, resides in a secure environment and is highly available.”("Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) | ICT.govt.nz," 2014).INTEROPERABILITYThe information an enterprise application is maintaining may also needed to beconsumed by other applications, which may be residing on diverse systems. One way toachieve this would be to make each application have a copy of the same data. Thisapproach means that the users unnecessarily will be spending additional time everytime they go about maintaining copies of the same data in more than one application.However, if these applications are enabled to work together or inter-operate, exchangeof information would become possible (Petcu, 2011). Similarly, a cloud basedapplication also needs to exhibit interoperability so that the data across multipleapplications remains synchronized. The concern however is that in order to be inter-operable, the applications need to comply with a common set of standards. Even thoughmany standardizing organizations are working to build cloud standards some of whichare listed under ("Welcome to the Cloud Standards Wiki," 2012), concerns still existover the standards that exist in the area of cloud computing (Ortiz Jr, 2011).In terms of a unified set of ways in which the cloud consumers interact with the cloudproviders, standard development organizations devised certain ‘use cases’. Based onthose, Lewis (2013) identified that for SaaS four basic cloud interoperability use casesnamely User Authentication, Workload Migration, Data Migration, and WorkloadManagement. These use cases are being explained as follows:A typical scenario for the ‘User Authentication’ use case would be when a user needs tobe authenticated before she or he could work on a given cloud based application. Inorder to be able to use the identity of a user to authenticate with another cloudprovider, there needs to be a standard which both providers are qualified to complywith. Some of the common standards are Amazon Web Services Identity Accessmanagement (AWSIAM), OpenID, Web Services Security (WS-Security), et cetera.
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‘Workload Migration’ use case requires migration of a workload by extracting it fromone type of cloud provider and uploading that to another. Similarly, we have ‘Datamigration’, which correspond to the extraction of data from one cloud provider toanother. This can be achieved if both old and new cloud providers support standardprotocols including the likes of Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).VENDOR LOCK INUnlike the Internet standards that were developed early on, which helped generating awider adoption, standards for cloud computing have been going under a lot ofdiscussion recently (Lewis, 2013; Rajaraman, 2014). In the absence of standards,enabling organizations to port their data from one cloud provider to another can berather challenging. In the cloud community, this phenomenon is referred to asInteroperability, which potentially “locks” the data existing in a proprietary format withone of the SaaS providers (Brown & Bielskus-Barone, 2013; Chow et al., 2009; Lewis,2013). On that basis, for an organization to switch to another ECMSaaS provider maynot be easier (Brown & Bielskus-Barone, 2013; Chow et al., 2009; Lewis, 2013).REDUCED SUPPORT FOR INTEGRATIONAn organization may have applications with which their existing on-premisesapplication interacts with for exchange of information. Let us assume that the customerwould like to retain that integration with their new SaaS application. In order to achievethis, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) exposed by the new SaaS basedapplication will need to be utilized to develop integration between the applications.Given the absence of cloud computing standards, these APIs are proprietary and varywith the cloud provider therefore the realization of seamless data transfer betweencloud-based and local application increases the complexity of integration (Lewis, 2013).The same applies when there is a need to transfer data between two SaaS basedapplications that are powered by different vendors. There too, the difference in APIseventuates in making the integration much more challenging (Hai & Sakoda, 2009).
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DATA EXCHANGESaaS applications typically access the software from a simple web browser (Waters,2005) and are involved in consuming a large fraction of their time in transferring dataon to the cloud for processing and storage of the data. Applications with suchrequirements are more data-intensive (Moore, Baru, Marciano, Rajasekar, & Wan,1999). Organizations shall be aware of Internet connectivity and bandwidth limitationsto avoid data transfer bottle necks so that application’s availability and performance isnot an issue (Feng, Chen, & Liu, 2010; Fox et al., 2009).LESS CUSTOMIZABLEIn an on-premises setup, the application is typically customized to suit the needs of agiven organization. SaaS applications, however, are usually shared across multiplecustomers while allowing them to configure the application to their needs. This waycloud providers can achieve ‘multi-tenancy’ for their SaaS based applications. For someorganizations, however, these configurations may not offer enough flexibility formeeting specific requirements. In that case, true ‘multi-tenancy’ cannot be achieved asthe application needs to operate as a separate instance so that it can be customized tomeets specific requirements of a given organization (Bezemer & Zaidman, 2010). ThisSaaS limitation was also highlighted by M. Janssen and Joha (2011), which relates to theconcept of “High SaaS characteristics” and “Pure SaaS characteristics” mentioned byMäkilä et al. (2010, p. 121). Firms that represent “High SaaS characteristics” are theones that require “client specific deployment” (Mäkilä et al., 2010, p. 121).Despite these issues, SaaS is continuing to reflect growth ("Gartner Says WorldwideSoftware-as-a-Service Revenue to Reach $14.5 Billion in 2012," 2012) in favour of thebenefits it has to offer. In the next section, an overview of the ECM has been providedalong with the issues that the technology is faced with.THE BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF ENTERPRISE CONTENTMANAGEMENT (ECM)The exponential growth of the Internet eventuated in a huge increase in the amount ofinformation generated and shared by an organization (Blumberg & Atre, 2003). Morerecently, the rapid increase in adoption of modern devices have provided newinterfaces to facilitate the creation of content. In 2010 alone, over 1 petabyte of data was
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generated (Villars, Olofson, & Eastwood, 2011). Experts suggested from 80 (Grimes,2008) to 85 percent (Carnes & Longtin, 2006; Shilakes & Tylman, 1998) of all businessinformation exist as emails, text documents, memos, images, videos, letters, chats, etcetera.Enterprise Content Management was introduced to come to terms with sheer volume ofcontent. It helps an organization in exploring full potential of the content. This contentmight be in the form of text files, which does not have a static, pre-defined structure likethe data that is found in relational databases, which stores data in the form of rows andcolumns. Therefore a more accurate term for many of these data types might be ‘semi-structured’ data (Hammer, McHugh, & Garcia-Molina, 1997). For an organization to find,administer, and archive such volume of semi-structured data on an ongoing basis in aquick and reliable manner can be challenging. This is where value of an ECM product isrealized and it makes an important topic for information systems (IS) research.DEFINING ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENTEnterprise Content Management (ECM) as a term was first introduced and defined byAssociation for Information and Image Management (AIIM) as cited by Blair (2004),which has become an umbrella term for a set of technologies that help manageunstructured data (Simons & vom Brocke, 2014). It can be defined as “the strategies,methods and tools used to capture, manage, store, preserve, and deliver content anddocuments related to organizational processes.” ("AIIM - What is ECM? What isEnterprise Content Management?," 2014).As reflected by the above definition, ECM is unique in that it is not just about thetechnology or a specific product itself. Part of it is people practicing the ECM solution inline with strategies and processes that are set by the organization (Paivarinta &Munkvold, 2005). ECM ACTIVITIESSmith and McKeen (2003) asserted that for an organization to implement ECM,investment in addressing each of the four lifecycle stages of the content namely capture,organize, process, and maintain is required. As per AIIM’s definition, below are somecommonly categorised activities that are pertinent to practicing ECM in an organization:
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CAPTURE‘Capture’ encompasses all activities that are associated with the collection of content(Smith & McKeen, 2003). Even before being able to collect the data, an organizationneeds to define what type of content it needs to capture as cited by Smith and McKeen(2003) from Noorlander (2001) . An ECM system is likely to attract a wider acceptancewithin an organization if it captures the content by emulating the existing businessprocesses. This often requires integration with local applications (Alalwan &Weistroffer, 2012). Typically, the content would automatically be captured as a by-product of collaborative work amongst ECM users thereby becoming part of anorganization’s invaluable knowledgebase (Jenkins & Schaper, 2005). This content couldbe in structured or semi-structured form (Simons & vom Brocke, 2014): paperdocuments, web pages, reports, spreadsheets, et cetera.MANAGECapturing of content will not be helpful to any organization if it is not easily discoveredwhen it is most needed. Therefore organizations need to concentrate their efforts inorganizing their content.Similar to the way information is organized in the form of rows and columns in aspreadsheet or a relational database, ECM software allows its users to organize semi-structured data into a hierarchical structure, referred to as ‘taxonomy’ (Blumberg &Atre, 2003; Smith & McKeen, 2003). This taxonomy is often achieved by using‘metadata’ (data about data) values that contains information such as author, version, aswell as information about semantics of the content (Becker, Knackstedt, & Serries,2003). Business acumen can also be utilized to optimize categorization of the content.This helps in making the information easily retrievable (Smith & McKeen, 2003).Once content has been added, a typical ECM system provides features including but notlimited to version management, and search and navigation (Kampffmeyer, 2004).Through version management, users can track changes that one or more users mayhave made to a given document. This way, multiple users can work in a collaborativemanner without overwriting each other’s contributions.
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STORE & PRESERVEOne of the early challenges that organizations faced in managing their content was thatimportant information ended up getting stored in users’ private folders. This resulted inmaking the discovery really difficult (Nordheim & Päivärinta, 2006). Rockley, Kostur,and Manning (2003) termed this phenomenon as ‘Content Silo Trap’.One of the primary tasks in setting up the ECM systems is to define taxonomy. ECMusers are usually trained to add content to these folders with respect to the hierarchydictated by the taxonomy (Munkvold, Päivärinta, & Kristine, 2006). Moreover, thesecontainers can be configured to abide by a set of security configurations, also known assecurity policies, so that once the content that is going to be added to them is governedby those security configurations. For example, all the documents that are contained inthe ‘shared’ folder could be assigned to a ‘Public content’ security policy that will forcethe document to be viewable to every other ECM user in the organization. This is one ofthe approaches that the ECM software can offer an organization in order to makeinformation discoverable and mitigate the risks of ‘content silos’.DELIVER CONTENT AND DOCUMENTSDelivery of the content is the last stage of any ECM. Once the content has been addedinto an ECM system, in the form of emails, documents, recordings, et cetera, theadministrative users of the system ensure that it remains accessible to the authorizedusers for as long as their organization is required to retain that for administrative, legal,fiscal, or research purposes (Blair, 2004; Huth, 2002). In New Zealand, Public RecordsAct 2005 governs as to when the information can be disposed of ("Legislation.govt.nz,"2014). In a nutshell, the content is subject to certain retention and disposal policieswhich again are configured and maintained in the ECM system (Blair, 2004).
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CURRENT ISSUES WITH ECMHIGH CAPITAL EXPENSE & ASSOCIATED MAINTENANCE COSTSAs with any other on-premises based software, the organization has to spend moneynecessary in setting up an infrastructure that is necessary for the application to run on.A considerable amount of effort is then spent on buying software licences and hiringservices in order to develop the application. Once the application goes live, theorganization typically has to maintain a routine of maintenance to keep the applicationrunning for which budgets are allocated typically on annual basis (Paivarinta &Munkvold, 2005). INTEGRATION ISSUESGiven the widespread increase in the use of modern devices, content can now beaccessed and managed through using heterogeneous repositories, each of which mayhave a proprietary technical format of its own. According to Jenkins and Schaper (2005,p. 9), “on average a single enterprise-wide deployment of ECM involves more than 20unique solutions”. Therefore, content from these sources is typically heterogeneous innature (Munkvold et al., 2006) and is likely to attract additional effort for integratingand unifying information from a variety of sources. According to Bernstein and Haas(2008), this integration related work could consume about 40 percent of the project’sbudget. Moreover, this integration may not just be a one-time effort. Over a period oftime, an organization could possibly introduce new products or upgrading their existingsoftware stack. As a consequence, this could necessitate modifications to existingcomponents and/or development of new components so that the solution is able to usethem for integration and unification of the content (Scott, Globe, & Schiffner, 2004).PROLONGED IMPLEMENTATION TIMESOf all the stages of a an ECM project lifecycle, most of the revenue is spent inimplementation stage (Boiko, 2005). As mentioned earlier, in the interest of gain awider acceptance within an organization, an ECM solution may need to be integratedwith a variety of data repositories (Alalwan & Weistroffer, 2012). Moreover it may alsoneed to be personalized for emulating existing business processes. Such requirementsadd to the scope of the overall solution thereby prolonging the implementation phase ofwhat initially was presumed to be a COTS implementation.
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UPGRADE ISSUESIn most cases, a standard “off the shelf” ECM offering is not sufficient to fulfil specificrequirements of an organization (Nordheim & Paivarinta, 2004). SaaS based offeringsare no exception due to the limited configurability they have been able to offer (Jenkins,2010) . Therefore the system may need to be enhanced to be able to interface with thirdparty applications, simplification of user interfaces, et cetera (Soh, Kien Sia, Fong Boh, &Tang, 2003). Code changes that are necessary to realize these customizations need to becarried forward whenever there is an upgrade. While organizations may take advantageof customizations in securing a greater user buy-in (Nah, Lau, & Kuang, 2001), it can, onthe other hand, add complexity possibly due to the custom code that was in conflict withthe code that is present in the newer version thereby complicating the upgrade process.In the interest of coming to terms with some, if not all, of the above mentioned issuesand benefiting from the advantages that SaaS based solutions claim to offer, ECM, in thisresearch, is being viewed in a SaaS context. It investigates the challenges that areinvolved in the migration of an on-premises ECM application to an ECMSaaS application.LITERATURE REVIEW SUMMARYThe value of central computing has been revisited in the form of cloud based computingthrough which multiple clients are serviced by the centrally located cloud provider. Thecloud provider invests in setting up an infrastructure facility and attempts to bring thesavings by maximizing the utilization of the infrastructure through servicing multipleclients at the same time. The client, on the other hand, no longer has to worry aboutmanaging the infrastructure as it is going to be done by the cloud provider. SaaS usersare able to consume the application on “pay as you go” basis (Fox et al., 2009). Some ofthe key benefits that were identified during the literature review included but notlimited to low cost of ownership, scalability, and faster deployment of the application.While the revenues from cloud based offerings are expected to rise even higher in thecoming years (Francis, 2014; "Gartner Says Worldwide Software-as-a-Service Revenueto Reach $14.5 Billion in 2012," 2012), it does has certain limitations, which can be trueof any emerging approach. Concerns including security, interoperability, vendor lock-in,reduced support for integration and data exchange, less customizability were found tohave been associated with SaaS.
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Literature review then gives an overview of the ECM technology by highlighting its mainactivities that include capturing, management, storage, preservation, and delivery of thecontent to the organization. The ECM technology is faced with issues including highcapital expense, maintenance costs, prolonged implementation times, issues related toits integration and upgrade.This research extends on the New Zealand government’s Cloud initiative ("CloudProgramme | ICT.govt.nz,") alongside the research dimensions that had been identifiedby Alalwan and Weistroffer (2012) after a comprehensive literature review of the ECM.It contributes to the ECM literature through investigating what are the challenges thatare associated with the migration of an on-premises ECM application to an ECMSaaSapplication. The next section will explain the research method that has was adopted forthis case study research.
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3. RESEARCH METHOD
This chapter explains the method of research, which shall be chosen carefully such thatit enables the researcher to analyse the results in an appropriate manner (Gill &Johnson, 2010).The chapter starts by providing a brief overview of what the research objectives were.Followed by that is a brief overview of the organization that has been provided tointroduce the context in which the research was conducted. Research design sectionwill then explain the approach that was taken to execute the research. It also explainswhy qualitative research was chosen as the research strategy. Remaining sections ofthis chapter discuss how the data collection was approached followed by the details onhow participants were selected and interviews were structured.RESEARCH OBJECTIVESThe purpose of this investigation was to examine an organization, which had madecapital investment in setting up an ‘on-premises’ ECM application, with the intent toexplore the challenges associated with the migration to an ECMSaaS mainly from an ITviewpoint.Findings from this research add to the SaaS literature specifically in the context of ECMapplications. It was expected that this investigation will confirm some or all of thechallenges that were identified during the literature review of ECMSaaS and possiblydiscover additional ones. Reflecting upon the identified challenges will helporganizations in prioritizing their efforts in relation to migrating from their existing on-premises ECM applications to SaaS based alternates.ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUNDThis research was conducted in one of the government sector organizations, which isresponsible for delivering a variety of services on behalf of New Zealand government. Itemploys more than 3000 employees and has over 90 different locations across NewZealand.More than 6 years ago, the organization decided to buy a commercially off the shelf(COTS) ECM product that would meet their ECM requirements. For this, they invested in
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setting up the infrastructure, bought the necessary licenses of an ECM product, andengaged a local consulting company to gather their requirements for implementing an‘on-premises’ ECM solution for them. During the course of implementation, theorganization was made aware of the gaps between the current business practices andthe functionality that the COTS (Commercial off the shelf) ECM could offer. Owing to thespecific requirements of the organization, the consultancy company was required tomodify the ECM application functionality. In addition to that, new software componentswere developed for facilitating the exchange of information with third partyapplications such as Novel GroupWise, et cetera. The system was tested successfully forapproval by the business users and later put into production where one of the businessunits had started using it. The solution did undergo occasional version upgrades duringthe later stages of the maintenance; however these upgrades kept becoming morecomplex with the arrival of newer versions of the ECM product. The reason behind thiscomplexity was that the major versions usually introduced architectural changes, as aresult of which the customizations and integrations had to be modified accordingly, ifnot redeveloped from scratch. Adding to the worry is the fact that there is no highavailability or disaster recovery solution in place and therefore the system is in a highlyvulnerable state. Having a look retrospectively at the lifecycle of their existing ECMsolution it can be realized that the maintenance phase of their on-premises solution isbecoming burdensome in relation to the value that they are getting from it.In the interest of benefiting from the advantages that a SaaS based solution claims tooffer, the organization in the early stages of evaluating ECMSaaS options. This researchwill investigate the challenges that are involved in migrating to ECMSaaS from an ECMsolution. RESEARCH DESIGNFor the organization that was examined, cloud based offerings were an emerging field ofinterest. Only a couple of applications were known to have been adopted so far by theorganization. The participants of the research were expected to provide insights basedon their prior knowledge and experiences that were applicable in current context. Thiswas the reason qualitative research was chosen as it could provide flexibility forexamining the organization with maximum exploratory power (Boeije, 2009).
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Moreover, qualitative research method allows its researcher the ability to carry out anin-depth investigation (Feagin, Orum, & Sjoberg, 1991) in a realistic context (Denzin &Lincoln, 2005) and therefore was another reason why it was chosen for this research.Responses from the participants were compared to bring out the commonalities anddifferences (Knodel, 1997). DATA COLLECTIONThis section explains how the process of data collection was approached and how theethical concerns that were relevant to this research were taken care of.In order to be able to carry out this research, an application was formally logged withthe Human Ethics Committee (HEC). A written approval was obtained from the HECafter which all the proposed participants of this research were personally approachedand adequately informed about the intent of the investigation.Based on the recommendation by DiCicco‐Bloom and Crabtree (2006), the participationof the interviewees was formalized after having verbal consents on several occasionsfrom the participants. The participants were kept aware of the progress verbally duringthe informal catch-ups in the earlier stages of the research at a high level withoutproviding them any information that could possibly have influenced their opinionsduring the interviews. This approach helped in establishing rapport with theinterviewees, which Douglas (1985) identified as an essential characteristic of theinterviews.In line with the chosen qualitative research approach, semi-structured interviews wereselected as the data sources for this case study. The interviews were conducted on anindividual basis. This way, feedback from the interviewees remained anonymous fromeach other, which according to DiCicco‐Bloom and Crabtree (2006) helps protect theinterest conflicts that may exist between the participants of the research.At the beginning the interview, each participant was briefed about the context of theresearch as well as the objectives of the interview. During the interview, notes weretaken from time to time for validating the response back with the interviewee. Thesenotes were also helpful in asking any follow-up questions later on in the interview.
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The interviews took up to 60 minutes. These interviews were audio-recorded with priorconsent of the participants and were later transcribed. The transcriptions were sent totheir respective interviewees for verification and approval (Miles & Huberman, 1994).PARTICIPANT SELECTIONDespite the fact that the current solution was being used by a small unit within theorganization, it was ensured that the relevant stakeholders were interviewed for theiropinions on the case.Four participants with the following designations were invited to participate in theresearch interviews. Three of them were the employees of the organization havingdesignations as Solutions Architect (P-1), Service Delivery Manager (P-2), and SeniorInformation Advisor (P-3). Fourth participant was an on-site senior consultant (P-4)from a local consultancy firm who had been providing support for the organization’scurrent ECM solution for the last five years. These participants have been summarizedin the following Table 1: summary of the interviewees that describes theircharacteristics based on which they were chosen to be interviewed:
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Participant Code Professional Capacity Characteristics
P-1 Solutions Architect
Vastly experienced in enterprise level IT implementationsIdentify and address architectural  challengesProvides inputs to organization’s strategy In-depth understanding of:- the enterprise architecture of the organization- SaaS and its pertinent technologies
P-2 Service Delivery Manager
Seasoned in system maintenance from a Service Delivery aspectManager of the Outsourced applicationsRelationship management with customer serviceIn-depth understanding of:- Service delivery metrics with both internal and external entities- Project milestones and deliverables
P-3 Senior Information Advisor Relatively less technical as compared to the other two participantsAware of the organization’s needs and practices related to informationmanagement (includes ECM)
P-4 Senior TechnologyConsultant
In-depth understanding of:- Existing ECM application- ECMSaaS and its pertinent technologies- Data Migration
Table 1: Summary of the interviewees
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Participants P-1 (Solutions Architect), P2 (Service Delivery Manager), and P-4 (SeniorTechnology Consultant) were expected to be providing their opinions based on their:1. Knowledge regarding the challenges associated with the migration of the currentECM solution2. Past and on-going experiences with existing SaaS implementations“Deficient requirements” is one of the major reasons behind most IT project failures(Hofmann & Lehner, 2001, p. 58). P-3 (Senior Information Advisor), who is the businessrepresentative, becomes a key stakeholder for laying down the requirements that willdrive the ECMSaaS implementation. On that basis, P-3 becomes a key stakeholder andhence needed to be interviewed.INTERVIEW STRUCTUREDue to the exploratory nature of the research, it was necessary to suppress “preemptivereduction of the data” that could have prevented discovery (Atieno, 2009, p. 16). On thatbasis, interview questions were ensured to be open-ended and descriptive in order tominimize this risk. A total of five questions were asked from all the recipients whoresponded to them in their respective capacities. The questionnaire has been attachedin the Appendix: Interview questions.The first question broadly captured the case under investigation and therefore theparticipants were expected to take most of the available time answering this question.Based on the guidelines by Turner (2010), the respondents were encouraged to reflectupon their past experiences that were applicable in the context of an ECMSaaSimplementation while answering this question. It was intended that the respondentswould bring out as many issues they possibly can think of without revealing any of theremaining questions to them.The existing ECM solution had been heavily customized to meet specific needs of itsusers, in spite of realizing that it was making the maintenance lifecycle of the solutionmuch more complicated and cost consuming. In case of SaaS applications, as mentionedduring the literature review, configurations are provided to its users who can modifythe behaviour of the application to a certain extent (Jenkins, 2010). The rationalebehind the second question (Customization) was to get an idea of the affordable degreeof customizations based on which the intensity of challenge could be identified.
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A cloud based service would be centrally accessible to the users who may potentially beaccessing data from insecure devices. In the interest of keeping the access to theapplication secure, the IT department might well be interested in the enforcement ofdata security policies regarding access to ECMSaaS in order to remain compliant withthe security standards (Popovic & Hocenski, 2010). The organization therefore neededto be explored in the context of any challenges related to change management, whichwas the rationale behind asking Q-3.Vendor lock in has been discussed many times in literature (Brown & Bielskus-Barone,2013; Chow et al., 2009; Lewis, 2013). It was therefore necessary to get a view of theorganization on how it will deal with the challenges that are associated with the vendorlock-in.Lastly, Q-5 was related to security, availability, and performance, which appeared as thetop three challenges in a study by Gens (2009). It was important to obtain participants’views especially around the security concerns while attempting to establish whethergovernment’s cloud initiative had any impact on the relevance of these challenges.The research methodology that has been explained in this section can be summarizedinto the following steps:1. Extract responses from the semi-structured interviews based on the questions(as attached in Appendix: Interview questions).2. Interpret the data from each interviewee with respect to his or her role andbackground.3. Compare all responses qualitatively to conclude the challenges that theorganization is likely to face.
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4. DATA ANALYSIS
In accord with the research methodology explained in the previous chapter, the dataanalysis procedures are being defined in this chapter. These procedures will then beused to present the data analysis chapter.Data Measuring MechanismAs it can be observed from the participant selection section, the interviewees that wereselected belonged to varying sections and levels in the organization. This approach wastaken to help examine the (ECMSaaS migration challenges) phenomenon from diverseviewpoints thereby ensuring a wider and in-depth coverage of what challenges theorganization is likely to be faced with.PARTICIPANTS PROFILINGGiven the varying nature of the interviewees, responses were likely to vary with respectto their areas of concern. On that basis, their responses were categorized in relevance totheir key areas of concern. For example, response for Q-4 (see Interview Questions)relates to architectural standards and organizational policies. On that basis, responsefrom P-1 would have been considered more relevant and therefore carries moreweightage.Given the relevancy of requirements to the success of an IT project (Hofmann & Lehner,2001), inputs from P-2 will play a key role in determining the level of complexity of agiven challenge. This has earlier been discussed under Participant Selection section ofthis research.Table 2 explains how the participants were categorized with respect to their roles andareas of concern in the context of the ECM application:
Participant Code Key area of Input
P-1 Challenges that are related to infrastructure
P-2 Challenges that are related to service delivery
P-3 Challenges that are related to usability of the application
P-4 Challenges that are specific to the application functionality
Table 2: Approach to Data Collection
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Responses from the semi-structured interviews were transcribed. In line withrecommendations by Walsham (1995), for a case study that is going to be interpreted asan outside observer, interviews were considered as the primary source. Same questionswere asked from all participants of the semi-structured interviews. Responses obtainedfrom all respondents were impartially examined in isolation from the researcher’s pastexperiences, knowledge and learnings from the literature review.
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5. DATA PRESENTATION
This chapter focuses on the presentation of data that was collected from the interviews.The selection of participants and the mechanism through which data was to be collectedhas been explained in previous sections.The interviews started by giving a brief introduction of the purpose of the research tothe interviewee. Following that, the objective of the interview was communicated to setthe scope and expectations with the interviewee. This approach was taken to helpgetting focused responses from the participants.INPUTS FROM PARTICIPANT ‘P-1’P-1’s initial concern regarding Q-1 was that implementation of an ECMSaaS was that “itis going to be hard to justify the cost involved in migrating to an ECMSaaS applicationwhen the ECM solution currently is used by less than 10% of the whole organization”.He added that a “cloud based service does allow you to choose to only pay for the usersthat you migrate however that is not so much of an issue because the migration projectwill still cost you time and money [even for this small percentage of users] and unlessyou have actually got a wide user base to spread that costs across it’s going to be veryhard to justify”.Another concern regarding the content was commented as “The organization does notunderstand their data for most of its data probably excluding what we have in thecurrent ECM solution.”P-1 identified three sources of data to which the ECM solution will need to be integratedin order to capture the data: i) Network drives, ii) Third party applications, and iii) E-mail service. He suggested that integrating their existing “third-party managed emailservice into the ECM solution can be a project in its own right” as effort will be spent inmigrating existing e-mails.He commented that there is a “high risk of being an early adopter” as “additional rigourand process will need to go into the management of the project”.Regarding security, P-1 mentioned that there is a concern regarding “where the data ishosted”, “whether it is on-shore or off-shore”, and “what laws apply”.
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P-1 raised an issue related to performance by saying that the organization “has a veryspread geography.  At the moment the current ECM solution is used within the mainoffice only which is using high speed networks but if the solution is made accessible toother branches of the organization, the latency can be up to a hundreds of milliseconds”.As a consequence to that, “there could be network connection costs for making theservice perform fast enough for all the users”.P-1 also mentioned that “as soon as anything goes out over the Internet, contractualmanagement and performance goes out of the hand”.Regarding customizations, P-1 commented that “while this [a non-customizedapplication] is cheaper and quicker approach”, but at the same time “we found that theusability or the workflow doesn’t always function as well for the organization”. “Everytime you put in an additional step, you are turning the user off effectively. They aregoing to hate the service”, he added.As for Q-3 that was related to change management, P-1 commented that in case of anECMSaaS, “the teams can be geographically dispersed and they can still work together”.He further added by saying “with my viewpoint, I can see the longer term benefits [of anenterprise wide ECMSaaS] but at the same time it’s really hard to sell the users becausethey can’t see the issues such as cost of  the infrastructure side of keeping twenty years’worth of documents and never deleting anything”. Further to that, P-1 mentioned that“The organization has a legal requirement to have presence in all major cities”. P-1foresaw a major challenge in that “you want to have ideal performance, but bycentralizing the solution it can only be perfect performance for one group of users – theones that are on reliable networks”. Moreover, a web based centrally accessible systemwill be “available to users who may potentially be accessing a document from insecuredevices which brings in a whole lot of security issues”. P-1 confirmed that they were“not supporting BYOD (Bring your own device) at the moment, but there is definitely agovernment strategy moving towards that”.In reply to Q-4, P-1 indicated that “I think product/vendor lock-in is a reality whetherit's provided as-a-service or in-house”. He added, “The lock-in is generally based on theeffort/cost to migrate data out of the current system and/or business processes(including user training) so it's normally easier to stick with the current product.”
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P-1 replied to Q-5 by saying that “It’s not really what’s affordable; it’s basically what wehave to stick to. There are a number of documents related to security, protection of data,device encryption” and so on “that effectively we are mandated to comply with. So wedon’t have a choice.” INPUTS FROM PARTICIPANT ‘P-2’In reply to Q-1, P-2 remarked, “We purchased a few SaaS based applications that can besupported by one sole company. So it leaves us very weak power to negotiate. It’s notonly negotiate on the cost of the solution, but also negotiate on the performance. If youask them to resolve a priority-1 issue within two hours, they will say we can only do intwo days and we have got nowhere to go. Also, you need to consider data migrationcosts as well if you want to switch the provider”.P-2 also mentioned about the “risk of security” as the “data and/or the service could bestored overseas and hence be prone to security risks”.In reply to Q-2, P-2 suggested, “From ICT’s point of view, it’s always good to have a non-customized one, but doesn’t mean we have to go for it”. P-2 further added, “What we cansee here is, considering hundreds of applications that are being used currently in thisorganization, most of the incidents I have being seeing were with the customized bit andnot with the core bit of the software application. For example, we have Office 365, whichis cloud based, and there have hardly been any incidents. It’s very stable.”Change management was one of the key areas of concern for P-2 in the capacity of aservice delivery manager. He pointed out, “As a service delivery manager of theoutsourced application team and also as a user of the application I believe every changeshould be recorded. The only way to record the change is to make the applicationprovider go through the official change management process. For one of the SaaSapplications that I am managing, we currently have a challenge for Change Management.The [SaaS] provider insists that the service is hosted externally, and the database ishosted externally as well hence they don’t need to go through the official changemanagement process. Their [SaaS provider’s] view is that it doesn’t affect our[organization’s] entire system hence they don’t need to go through the Changemanagement, which is kind of arguable point but it isn’t ideal from organization’s point
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of view. That’s why it is giving ICT a little bit harder time to have the providers toparticipate in the change management process.”P-2’s response on Q-4 was similar to what he had mentioned for Q-1. P-2 foresawcommercial and serviceability issues especially when an application can solely beprovided by a particular SaaS provider. P-2 reiterated that “you need to consider datamigration costs as well if you want to switch the provider”.P-2 was “involved in signing contracts for a few SaaS applications”. In reply to Q-5, P-2indicated that “we require the service to be available at least 99.5 percent availability.Even though some businesses may argue that kind of increases the cost because theydon’t use the application after hours. But we still like to request for that”.  Regardingsecurity, P-2 suggested that “I think it is one of the risks but not the top risk. As long asgovernment’s standards are met, I think that’s fine”.INPUTS FROM PARTICIPANT ‘P-3’When responding to the first question, P-3 remarked that “it is a new business model sothere may be unknown factors around service delivery and performance”. Moreover,“the solution does not yet have any reference sites or customers”. P-2 was able to comeup with other challenges when further questions were asked later during the interview.P-3 clarified on the customizations aspect of the ECMSaaS regarding Q-2 by suggestingthat “a COTS system would be unlikely to meet our business requirements aroundcompliance”. She referred to a number of customizations that they had as part of thecurrent solution and suggested that “these customizations are critical to performing ourjobs efficiently”.When replying to Q-3, P-3 commented that since ECMSaaS is a “different businessmodel” and “has the potential to offer new capabilities such as mobile, et cetera, sothere may be some policy development and socialisation required to implement it [acloud based ECM] successfully.”In relation to the vendor lock-in phenomenon that was asked under Q-4, P-3 was notable to provide any concerns as the business case for the ECMSaaS was still in earlystages. P-3 clarified that “we do not have enough information on vendor lock-in to havespecific concerns”. Similarly, regarding Q-5, P-3 highlighted that they were “stilldeveloping our business requirements so unknown at this stage”.
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INPUTS FROM PARTICIPANT ‘P-4’P-4 who had been maintaining the current ECM application responded to Q-1 bysuggesting that “ECM systems require extensive client-specific customizations. Thisorganization is no different.” He indicated that “the UI [User Interface] as well as corefunctionality of the product has been heavily customized”. He further added that “unlessthe business is willing to let go some of them by re-engineering their businessprocesses, considerable effort will be required to re-develop them in the new SaaSbased ECM solution. So much so that the organization “might end up having a privateinstance of the [cloud based ECM] service”. He expressed similar concerns over the“integration” by saying that the system “has been integrated with third-partyapplications. Those integrations will also need to be redeveloped in the new [ECMSaaS]system”. He expressed that “the other thing that comes to my mind when we talk aboutcloud is security”.In reply to Q-2, P-4 commented that “a customized solution will always be the need forbusiness as there will be a number of business processes that the organization hasspecifically designed suiting to their business practices”. He added that “a cloud basedECM should be flexible enough to cater for customizations otherwise, it will be a bigdeterrent for serious ECM investment”.Regarding Q-3, P-4 suggested by saying that “I think end users and content owners inbusiness will have anxiety about the performance and reliability of a cloud basedsystem.”When responding to Q-4, P-4 remarked that “in my opinion, vendor lock-in is a concernthat would occur even for on-premises ECM implementation, therefore, upfrontscreening and selection of service provider is critical”.In reply to the last question, P-4 commented regarding security, scalability, highavailability standards by remarking that “this would depend upon business, complianceand regulatory requirements”. He added that “as long as the business is happy in havingtheir requirements met, ECMS should be acceptable”.
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6. DISCUSSION
The results from semi-structured interviews that were conducted to explore thechallenges that are acting as barriers to the adoption of a SaaS based ECM solution. Ingeneral, the results have resonated what had been identified during the literaturereview. Although for some of the issues, such as integration and customization, inparticular, the propensity was found to be relatively higher as compared with the IDC’sstudy (Gens, 2009).Figure 2 entails a summarized list of challenges that were recognized during theinterviews. These challenges have also been categorized across the various high levelinitiation, development, and operational/maintenance phases of a project.
Figure 2: Categorized challengesAbove challenges are further discussed in the coming sections of this chapter.
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MIGRATION COSTS TOO EXPENSIVE TO BE JUSTIFIEDOne of the key issues identified during the investigation was the migration of data fromexisting ECM as well as other repositories. The complexity of this task has also beenasserted by Hai and Sakoda (2009). P-1 further suggested that at the moment thecurrent ECM solution is used by only a small percentage of the organization andtherefore the cost of migration, in spite of the fewer users, is going to be very hard tojustify. The underlying challenge therefore is with the reduced utilization, say within asmall percentage of users, of the ECMSaaS which in turn makes the cost of implementingan ECMSaaS solution rather unjustifiable.INADEQUATE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR REMOTE BRANCHES LEADING TOPERFORMANCE ISSUESThe advancements in technology and communication played an instrumental role inrealizing the SaaS utility model. However the organization was found to have spreadgeography, due to which some of the branches may be prone to latency issues due tounreliable network connections. This may likely not sit well with the expectations of thebusiness (P-3) who had mentioned concerns about service delivery and performance. Inaddition to that, upgrading the infrastructure could be quite an expense as well.Therefore for organizations with dispersed locations, the SaaS will have clearperformance implications unless significant amount is spent to upgrade the underlyinginfrastructure. This is where the role of New Zealand government’s Ultra-FastBroadband (UFB) could potentially come into play. However, New Zealandgovernment’s ‘cloud first’ program, on one hand, is promoting centralization of servicesand is aimed at achieving efficiencies, whereas on the other hand, the public sectororganizations that are geographically spread are likely to face performance issues thatmay hinder them from performing their day to day jobs efficiently.INTEGRATION ISSUESAs identified in the literature review, ECM system typically needs to be integrated withother applications for exchange of information. Given the disparate repositories thatwere identified in the organization, which in turn requires involvement from a varietyof teams, integration could become quite challenging. Moreover, due to lack ofinteroperability standards, as well as fewer capabilities provided by cloud to cloud
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integration services as compared to on-premises ones, the organization’s ECMSaaSinitiative is likely to suffer from prolonged implementation timelines. This washighlighted as the hardest challenge for the organization by P-1 as a variety ofapplications need to communicate with each other with respect to different use cases(Lewis, 2013).On one hand, the government is promoting centralization of services, whereas on theother hand, the organization had a range of applications (third party applications, emailservice to name a couple that were identified by P-1) that need to be integrated with theECMSaaS solution. Moreover, since these applications were designed in isolation, andtherefore enabling them for integration attracts additional costs in most cases asinformed by P-1. Without having these integrations in place, the ECMSaaS would beunlikely to meet the business requirements around compliance as suggested by P-3.CUSTOMIZATIONSIn addition to the integration requirements mentioned in the previous section, it wasraised by all three participants that a COTS implementation of ECMSaaS is unlikely tomeet the requirements that are specific to the organization. As quoted from Jenkins(2010) in the literature review, the ECMSaaS providers have not been able to provideenough depth in terms of configurability. Therefore the solution will need to becustomized according to be able to meet the specific requirements. Thesecustomizations in turn inhibit the “pure SaaS characteristics” (Mäkilä et al., 2010, p.121) and are likely to exhibit “High SaaS” characteristics instead. Therefore, adeployment that is specifically tailored to meet client requirements as mentioned byMäkilä et al. (2010) would be more suitable to the organization with specializedrequirements as highlighted by P-3. SECURITYAll the respondents felt relatively confident about the issue of security, which had beenranked as a top concern IDC’s report by in 2008 as well as 2009 (Gens, 2009). Allparticipants seconded that as long as the standards set by the government are met, theyshould be fine. It is possible that Government’s cloud first initiative has relieved theorganization by providing them the “confidence that their infrastructure resides in asecure environment” ("Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) | ICT.govt.nz," 2014) and
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therefore the mind-set has started to change as reflected by one of the respondents whoremarked, “I think it is one of the risks but not the top risk”.RISK OF BEING AN EARLY ADOPTERTo start with, one of the risks foreseen by P-1 specifically was the risk of being an earlyadopter as this will potentially enforce additional rigour and oversight from thegovernment.POTENTIAL LACK OF CONTROL OVER INTERNAL ICT PROCESSESOne of the challenges identified by P-2 was related to a particular SaaS provider whowas refusing by principle to participate in the change advisory board meetings of theOrganization. This can potentially be avoided through a careful consideration andmutual agreement of the terms and conditions at the time when contract is beingsigned. The takeaway from this concern is that an organization that has any internalpolicies or processes to which the cloud provider needed to abide by, those shall beincluded in the contract so to avoid any misalignment of requirements.
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7. CONCLUSIONSThis case study highlighted the challenges that are associated with the adoption of ECMin SaaS based settings.Despite the low cost, pay-as-you-go subscription benefits ECMSaaS has on offer,concerns including actual cost of migration (from an existing on-premises solution),limited support for integration with back-office and other SaaS applications (due to lackof interoperability standards), limited product configurability (that could eventuate intoincreased customizations demands), performance implications (potentially forgeographically spread organization), along with concerns that are related to securityand serviceability continue to pose challenges to the adoption of a cloud based ECMservice.On a positive note, however, initiatives such as New Zealand Government's 'cloud first'that are promising to provide, amongst other benefits, a secure environment to thegovernment agencies. This in turn can potentially help raise their level of trust andpromote cloud based services. LIMITATIONSWhile the organization was carefully analysed through qualitative method of research, itmay well have provided a limited sample space based on which the conclusions could begeneralized. Moreover, the opinions provided by the participants were based on theircurrent knowledge of the existing ECM solution as well as past experiences of cloudbased applications. An investigation of the organization in future, once it has migratedto the ECMSaaS, might reveal actual, rather than foreseen, challenges in retrospect.
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APPENDIX: INTERVIEW QUESTIONSNo. QuestionQ-1 Describe your concerns about the transition to a new SaaS basedECMS?Q-2 Explain your preferences for a customized ECMS compared to astandardized SaaS ECM Service?Q-3 Describe any change management problems you can anticipate byimplementing a SaaS based ECMS?Q-4 Describe your concerns about vendor lock-in for a SAAS basedECMS implementation?Q-5 Explain the standards / criteria applicable to the Security,Scalability, and High Availability of the cloud based ECMS. Whatlevel is affordable in your opinion?
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